Panasonic KXTG7652 Twin
Handset
Cordless
Phone
This incredibly intelligent cordless phone will make you
wonder how you ever did without the convenience of
Bluetooth, link-to-mobile, talking caller I.D and the ability
to customise who you receive calls from. The KXTG7652 is designed to make your home
communications simple and manageable. Link your
mobile to your handset with Bluetooth Now when your
mobile phone rings at home, you don't have to go
searching through the house to answer it. The KXTG7652 allows you to link up to two mobile phones so
that you can make and receive mobile calls through
your home phone. What's more, the link-to-mobile
phonebook allows you transfer up to 600 contacts from
your mobile phone and the Bluetooth feature even gives
you the freedom of hands-free via headset connectivity.
Enjoy a greater transmission range You'll never need to
worry about the signal dropping around your home,
thanks to the new DECT Repeater technology
showcased with the KX-TG7652. The repeater station
re-transmits the signal to extend the range, allowing you
to take a call up to double the original distance. Even
better, the repeater is separate to the handset charger,
so you can simply place it in the area of your home
where you wish to extend the signal. Customise your
phone to only receive important calls By utilising the
Incoming Call Block and Night Mode features, you can
control calls so they don't intrude on your life, yet still be
available for the really important people. This is
fantastic for when you are sleeping and don't want to be
disturbed, yet still need to receive calls from close

friends or family. Lower your power consumption with
Intelligent Eco Mode This feature uses Panasonic's
unique technology to automatically sense when you're
using the handset close to the base unit and lower the
power consumption. Not only does this extend the
available talk-time and prolong battery life, it's good for
the environment. Digital Answering Machine The KXTG7652 features a high-quality digital answering
machine and a phone book with enough space to store
3050 names and numbers.
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